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Preliminary results

Introduction

GEA

Powerful Internet measurement techniques
 Accurate RTT dissection [PAM14]
 Alias resolution [CoNEXT13]
 Hidden router detection and locationing [GIS13]
 Third-party addresss detection [SIGCOMM12]
 Classic routing violation detection [IMC12]
 Reverse Traceroute [NSDI10]
…

We use IP options to perform network attacks!

IP option-based applications

 The attacker overwhelms the victim with ICMP Echo Request packets
 The victim is forced to generate ICMP Echo Reply packets
 The victim consumes CPU cycles and both incoming and outgoing bandwidth.

ICMP Flooding Attack

 Evolution of ICMP flooding attack
 The victim handles double the incoming packets of the ICMP flooding attack
 Network routers are used as unaware yet effective attackers.

Greenhouse Effect Attack (GEA)

The attacker (the Sun) issues a single IP Timestamp option-equipped ICMP Echo request (a sunbeam) towards the victim device (the Earth);
the solicited ICMP Echo Reply is blocked along the reverse path by a network router (a greenhouse gas) and another packet, an ICMP Parameter 
Problem (the re-radiation), is sent back to the victim. 
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GEA exploits IP Timestamp Option and ICMP Parameter Problem packets.

 ICMP Parameter Problem
Generated when an incoming packet must be discarded and no other ICMP message
covers the detected problem.

 IP Timestamp Option
Each traversed router is requested to
 insert a timestamp into the option data if enough space is available
 increment by one the overflow field, otherwise
 if the overflow field counts itself in overflow, the packet is dropped and                        

an ICMP Parameter Problem message is sent back to the source.

A TS option-equipped packet triggers an ICMP Parameter Problem after having traversed
24 routers managing the option.

Background

GEA induces a router on the reverse path to (i) drop the ICMP Echo Reply packet, and 
(ii) generate an ICMP Parameter Problem hitting again the victim.

 Preliminary phase: the attacker estimates the number of devices managing the TS option 
along the reverse path, from the victim back to the attacker.

 Attacking phase: the attacker sends a purposely crafted TS-equipped ICMP Echo Request
to the victim such that a router along the reverse path (i.e., an unaware ally) generates a 
Parameter Problem message and hits the victim for the second time.

Proposed approach
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